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posters avaiiable at http://aerooprg.mff.cuni.cz/abstracts and plan to make rhe
proceedings versions availabie at http://aerooprg.mff.cuni.cz/proceedings which
will allow even those without the comfort of the book to access the content.
Some of the contributions have appeared on arXiv and of course the internet
means that, i-n contrast to not that long ago, a conference is not the way to
access the newest information on a particular topic. This means, though, that
other aspects become more important: overviews of fields other than one's own
and ofcourse discussion and personal contact, not to mention a visit to Tycho's
grave and dinner in the celiar of Prague Castle with the millionaire sponsor of
the conference. As such, the fact that it took two years for the proceedings to
appear is not as bad as it would have been not that long ago. This was not due
to laziness on the part of the editors, tlough; rather, technical problems made a
change of publisher necessary after ali contibutions had been submitted.

!7ith the centenary of General Relativiry just around the corner, there will
probably be many books, both conference proceedings and others, appearing
soon which have some connection to that anniversary. This volume is one of the
first, and sets a high standard. It is, however, primarily not historical, but rather
covers current research in the field, shown to be very much alive, and as such is
a good starting point for those wanting to know what is happening in rhe now
very broad field of General Relativity-. - Pnrr-r:p Hm*tc.

General Relativity, Cosmolory and Astrophysics: Perspectives 100
Years after Fin5fgi13'5 Stay io Prague, edited by J. Bidrik andT. *dvinka
(Springer, Heidelberg), zor4. Pp. 55r,24 x 16 cm. Price d99lgr49l€rt7.69
(hardbound; ISBN 978 3 3r9 o6348 5).

These are the proceedings of the conference discussed in the review
immediately above, but only of the invited talks, presented in plenary sessions.
T'hese are mostly historical andlor review articles, some of them reminding
me of the philosophical contributions in the sadly missed QIRAS by the likes
of Ellis, Barrow, Harrison, Longair, Rees, er aL They are thus much more
accessible, although a few are rather technical as well.

After a few paragraphs which would normally be a brief preface (readers are
referred to the other book's preface for more information about the conference),
the rest of the rather long preface describes ail of the contributions in this
volume, which are divided into four parts: 'Gravity and Prague', Classical
General Relativity,'Cosmology and quantum gravity', and'Numerical relativity
and relativistic astrophysics'. Barbour's'Kepler and Mach's Principle'gets the
book offto a wonderfirl start and is an ideal conference contribution: accessible
to ali in attendance, yet presenting many details unfamiliar to most; an historical
overview, but wirh relevance to current researchl mostly a review of the work of
others, but rying it in to some of the author's own work (which is mentioned
briefly). This is followed by BidSk's talk on Einstein in Prague, the mosr overtly
historical contribution at the conference. These are the only talks in the first
part.

The remainder of the volume consists of more traditional review talks, though
as with the companion volume the large number of pages per article allows for
a clear preseoration and large number of references. Although of course the
emphasis is on General Relativity (gravitational waves, puisars, black holes,
erc.), closely related fields such as quantum gravity and more distantly related
ones such inflation are also covered. I particulady enjoyed Lars Andersson's
contribution on'Cosmological models and stability'.!0hi1e many of the reviews
discuss advances due to recent improvements in observation and computing,
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this concentrates on the underlying mathematical and physical principles
which serve as guides, sometimes correctly and sometimes incorrectlyr in our
quest to understand the lJniverse. Such explorations were more commoo
before technology caused the fie1d to move away from the purely theoreticai;
Andersson's contribution is not a throwback to those days but rather
demonstrates that there is still interesting work being done in such foundational
areas.

The production is superb. There are rr7 flgures, 8o in colour (the latter are
within the text on normal paper, not as separate plates). (See the review of
the companion volume for firther remarks on production, editing erc. which
also apply to this volume.) Since most of the articles are reviews rather than
presentations of cutting-edge research, this volume suffers even less from the
fact that it didn't appear untii two years after the conference. As is the case with
the companion volume, the organizers have also made the presentations of most
of the talks available at http:/laerooprg.mff.cuni.czlabstrasts and plan to make
the proceedings versions available at http://aerooprg.mff.cuni.cz/proceedings
which is unusual but useful. For the invited talks gathered in this volume, the
former URL also contains videos of the actual talks.

The book provides an interestiag and accessible overview ofthe current state
of research in General Relativity, about roo years after Einstein started working
on it, presented by leading scientists in the field. Furt}ler books are certain to
appear on the occasion of the centenary of General Relativity; it would be good
if they are all produced as well as this one was. - Prrrr-rrp HEr-BIG.
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